Press Release

MOTORCYCLING HISTORY BECKONS FOR ITS NEW CHAMPION
IN TT ISLE OF MAN – RIDE ON THE EDGE 2
The official game of the Isle of Man TT is now available on PC, PlayStation®4
and Xbox One

Lesquin, 19 March 2020 – Motorcycle racers around the world, make your way to the starting line! NACON
and KT Racing are pleased to announce the release of TT Isle of Man – Ride on the Edge 2. Ride in the world's
most iconic motorcycling race with the official game!
Click here to watch the official launch video for TT Isle of Man – Ride on the Edge 2
In TT Isle of Man – Ride on the Edge 2, you ride the roads of the Snaefell Mountain course, where the Isle of
Man Tourist Trophy has been contested for over a century. The Isle of Man TT course is very different from
a classic circuit. The route is full of imperfections and includes fast corners, tight bends and long straights
where riders can exceed speeds of 186 mph (300 kmh)! TT Isle of Man – Ride on the Edge 2 faithfully
recreates the demanding course of this legendary race in which unerring anticipation is the key to victory.
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TT Isle of Man – Ride on the Edge 2 takes realism to new heights, including improved bike physics, wear and
tear of various parts, and inclusion of official TT bikes and riders. KT Racing worked closely with two
professional riders to help meet the high expectations of players: Julien Toniutti, the fastest French rider in
the TT; and Davey Todd, ranked second in the game's worldwide leaderboards and the second fastest
newcomer of all time in the real race.
To prolong the fun, explore a new area, a true biker's paradise: the ideal place to adjust your bike's set-up
and attempt a variety of challenges like pursuits and time attacks. In addition, the redesigned Career mode
offers each player the chance to move from amateur rider to winner of the Senior TT! Choose the teams
you want to race with over the seasons, customise your bikes, plan your calendar and manage your career
to win the ultimate accolade.
TT Isle of Man – Ride on the Edge 2 is the most detailed motorcycling simulation in its genre thanks to the
following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Realistic bike physics and challenging gameplay
All 38 miles (60km) of the Isle of Man Tourist Trophy meticulously recreated
17 additional circuits to explore and for improving riding skills
An open-world area for testing reflexes and bike set-ups
A deep Career mode offering the chance to move up from amateur rider to winner of the Senior TT
27 riders and 13 official TT bikes available, as well as 5 legendary bikes
A unique helmet cam for increased immersion

TT Isle of Man - Ride on the Edge 2 is now available on PlayStation®4, Xbox One and PC. Its release on
Nintendo Switch™ is planned for later in 2020.

Follow this link to download TT Isle of Man – Ride on the Edge 2 assets
Find us on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
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About NACON
NACON is a company of the BIGBEN Group founded in 2019 to optimize its know-how through strong synergies in the video game
market. By bringing together its 8 development studios, the publishing of AA video games, the design and distribution of premium
gaming devices, NACON focuses 20 years of expertise at the service of players. This new unified business unit strengthens NACON's
position in the market, enables it to innovate by creating new unique competitive advantages and achieve its ambition to become
one of the world's leading players in gaming. https://www.nacongaming.com/
About Kylotonn
Created in 2006, Kylotonn is one the most important French video game development studios, also known under KT Racing label.
Specialized in motorsports and official developer of the WRC FIA World Rally Championship series and Isle of Man Tourist Trophy,
the company is internationally recognized for its know-how and for the passion of its teams. With more than 110 employees as of
today in Paris and Lyon, Kylotonn has developed more than 25 titles distributed by major publishers. Kylotonn has forged itself a
strong technological expertise thanks to the real-time 3D engine KT Engine that the company owns. At the forefront of the video
game industry, this technology is also used within R&D partnerships on autonomous vehicle projects in the automotive industry.
Since 2018, NACON, one of Europe's leading video game publishers, holds a 100% stake in the company. Kylotonn is member of the
French National Developers Federation (Syndicat National du Jeu Vidéo) and Capital Games. The company is supported by BPI, IFCIC
and the Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation. For more information, visit Kylotonn’s website: www.kylotonn.com.
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